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Robert Lorentz 

 

Address: Bertheliusvägen 6 
Phone: 0739455025  

Email: robert.lorentz95@gmail.com 
 

EDUCATION	

 
2014 - Ongoing 
 
2011 - 2014	

 
Civil engineering in computer science - master in cognitive science. 
 266,5 hp completed. 
 
High school in natural science 	

 
SELECTED WORK EXPERIENCE 	

 
2019-05 - Ongoing 
[Part time in parallel to full 
time studies]	

 
Developer, Arbetsförmedlingen, Stockholm, Sweden 
Responsibilities: Developed a tool to assist in creating training data for a deep 
learning model based on Google’s state of the art performing NLP model 
BERT. 	

2018-05 - Ongoing 
[Part time in parallel to full 
time studies]	

iOS Developer, Consultant for Vaktmästeriet, Stockholm, Sweden 
Responsibilities: Develops and maintains by myself an iOS-app fullstack for 
Vaktmästeriet. Involved a schedule / calendar type app.	

2018-02 - 2018-08 
[Part time in parallel to full 
time studies] 

Developer, Scila, Stockholm, Sweden, scila.se  
Responsibilities: Worked with bug fixing and enhancing their code both 
backend and frontend in java and swing. Their system is built together with 
spring and maven, which I also got experience with. I also wrote bash scripts 
for scheduling automatic tasks.	

2017-04 – 2018-08 
[Part time in parallel to full 
time studies] 

Developer, Arbetsförmedlingen, Stockholm, Sweden 
arbetsförmedlingen.se  
Responsibilities: Worked with their graphical database neo4j where we 
populated it with words consisting of competences and relations between 
them. Also built a full stack web application for browsing the database using 
Vue and Flask. Worked with the programming languages python, java, SQL 
and Vue. 

 
EXTRA ACADEMIC ACTIVITIES 

 
2018-Ongoing 
 

 
iOS-app / Started a company 
Built an iOS application which has a purpose to show the schedule for 
employees in the cloud synchronized for all.  Together with another friend, we 
started a company to be able to charge for the use of the app.  
Company: https://www.allabolag.se/9697908011/zimple-rz-handelsbolag 
Webiste: https://simple-ecb8f.firebaseapp.com/ 
 



 

 

2018 
 

Studs 
Together with 32 other students, we sold evening events for 
companies where we would let the company have a more 
personal presentation of themselves. The course is named Studs, 
and with the money collected we used it for a study trip to USA. I 
got many connections through this, both with the other students 
but to many other companies. 

2017 Udemy Swift course  
I am self learned in the programming language swift, where I learned to 
build iOS apps. I followed the course ”Learn to Code with Apple's New 
Language” on Udemy.  

 
LANGUAGE & COMPUTER SKILLS 

 
Languages:	

 
Swedish (native), English (fluent), Spanish (beginner)	

Computer Skills:	 Mac (user), Linux (user), Windows (user)	

Programming 
languages: 

Swift, Java, C++, C, HTML+CSS+JS, Vue, Angular 4, Python, Bash. 

Github: https://github.com/robban112 

Website: https://robban112.github.io 

 
INTERESTS 

 
Training:	

 
My biggest hobby is working out at the gym together with friends. 

 

 
References available on request. 


